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Yoyo
– playful elegance

Yo y o

Yoyo is a family of interior luminaires designed for Focus Lighting by
C.F. Møller Architects. The elegant luminaires are ideal for almost any
lighting purpose in public and private buildings – bridging the interior
setting from halls and offices to stairs and corridors.

One design
– countless possibilities
Yo y o p e n d a n t

Yo y o o n c e i l i n g

Yo y o o n w a l l

Yo y o
Ø350

Yo y o
Ø535

Yo y o
Ø225

Three sizes
Yoyo for wall and ceiling is available in
three sizes; all with the same low depth
of 51 mm. They look good in combination – also at stairs and corridors where
flat, low-protruding fixtures are required.
Yoyo pendant has the same diameter as
the largest fixture, 535 mm.

Up-light/back-light
Yoyo’s floating elegance is emphasised
by up-light/back-light on ceiling or wall.
Materials and structure will attract attention, and the fixture becomes an integral
part of the room and the architecture.
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Form by
light and shadow

Yo y o

C.F. Møller Architects are the masters of Yoyo’s elegant design with
distinct curves and slim profiles. Concluded by sharp profiles at both
ends, the characteristic parable results in a unique and sculptural look
and the impression of a floating luminaire.

Design details

51 mm

The slim profile

The curved profile

The edged profiles

All Yoyo luminaires have the same low
depth of 51 mm. The repeated design
details invite to combine the sizes.

Yoyo’s lightness is underlined by
the curved profile, reflecting light
and shadow on the matt surface
colours in an elegant way.

The slim edges contribute to the
sculptural and elegant impression
and make Yoyo seem floating.

The inner curve

Prismatic or opal shade

Due to the recessed diffusor, light
is grazing at the inner curve and
is experienced comfortable and
nonglaring.

The opal shade offers a pleasant and
diffuse light distribution. The prismatic
shade results in a precisely defined
light distribution with low UGR.

Play
with Yoyo
Yoyo is available in seven matt standard colours plus raw aluminium. Play with
the Yoyos and combine colours and sizes in your own unique project.

Yoyo
RAL 9006
Yoyo
RAL 9005

Yoyo
RAL 7000

Yoyo
RAL 1032

Yoyo
RAL 6004

Yoyo
RAL 2003

Yoyo
Raw aluminium

Raw sustainability

Yoyo
RAL 9010

Yoyo in raw aluminium is elegant in its sheer simplicity,
and every single luminaire is unique, carrying its own
footprint from manufacture. These products have their
own individual touch.
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Impressions
With the Yoyo family you can create a link between rooms and
applications across a building. Whether the light project being in
education, culture, business, recreation, or anything else, you can
shape an elegant and playful solution with the Yoyo luminaires.

Design and Lighting
Our design philosophy is inherited from Danish and Nordic design
traditions characterized by “form follows function”. We strive for a subtle
and elegant design expression which looks attractive in many different
settings and for many years to come. Our lighting philosophy aims at
the right balance between efficient and comfortable lighting which is
pleasing to the human eye.

Circularity, Modularity and Life
Our products are designed and engineered as modular constructions.
This secures an easy service of single modules in a luminaire, and provides
options for technology upgrades on existing products and installations.
The modular construction makes it possible to reuse components in new
luminaires. In the case of Yoyo the ring is cast in recycled aluminum in
Denmark. In fact, 90 percent of the Yoyo components are manufactured
in Denmark.

Focus Lighting
We are a team of dedicated people at Kokkedal, north of Copenhagen,
and we service customers around the world through our network of
qualified partners. We have a portfolio of high quality products for
both in- and outdoor for the professional market.

Designed, engineered and manufactured
by Focus Lighting, Denmark
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